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Audit Categories and Results:
No.

1
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Categories

Subitems

Results

Compiler Version Security

Pass

Deprecated Items

Pass

Redundant Code

Pass

SafeMath Features

Pass

require/assert Usage

Pass

Gas Consumption

Pass

Visibility Specifiers

Pass

Fallback Usage

Pass

Integer Overflow/Underflow

Pass

Reentrancy

Pass

Pseudo-random Number Generator
(PRNG)

Pass

Transaction-Ordering Dependence

Pass

DoS (Denial of Service)

Pass

Access Control of Owner

Pass

Coding Conventions

General Vulnerability

3

Low-level Function (call/delegatecall)
Security

Pass

Returned Value Security

Pass

tx.origin Usage

Pass

Replay Attack

Pass

Overriding Variables

Pass

Business Logics

Pass

Business Implementations

Pass

Business Security

Disclaimer:This report is made in response to the project code. No description, expression or wording
in this report shall be construed as an endorsement, affirmation or confirmation of the project.This
audit is only applied to the type of auditing specified in this report and the scope of given in the
results table. Other unknown security vulnerabilities are beyond auditing responsibility. Beosin
(Chengdu LianAn) Technology only issues this report based on the attacks or vulnerabilities that
already existed or occurred before the issuance of this report. For the emergence of new attacks or
vulnerabilities that exist or occur in the future, Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology lacks the
capability to judge its possible impact on the security status of smart contracts, thus taking no
responsibility for them. The security audit analysis and other contents of this report are based solely
on the documents and materials that the contract provider has provided to Beosin (Chengdu LianAn)
Technology before the issuance of this report, and the contract provider warrants that there are no
missing, tampered, deleted; if the documents and materials provided by the contract provider are
missing, tampered, deleted, concealed or reflected in a situation that is inconsistent with the actual
situation, or if the documents and materials provided are changed after the issuance of this report,
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology assumes no responsibility for the resulting loss or adverse
effects. The audit report issued by Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology is based on the documents
and materials provided by the contract provider, and relies on the technology currently possessed by
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn). Due to the technical limitations of any organization, this report conducted
by Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) still has the possibility that the entire risk cannot be completely
detected. Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) disclaims any liability for the resulting losses.
The final interpretation of this statement belongs to Beosin (Chengdu LianAn).

Audit Results Explained:
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology has used several methods including Formal Verification, Static
Analysis, Typical Case Testing and Manual Review to audit three major aspects of project Octiswap, including
Coding Standards, Security, and Business Logic. The Octiswap project passed all audit items. The overall
result is Pass. The smart contract is able to function properly.
1. Coding Conventions
Check the code style that does not conform to Solidity code style.
1.1 Compiler Version Security

⚫ Description: Check whether the code implementation of current contract contains the exposed solidity
compiler bug.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.2 Deprecated Items
⚫ Description: Check whether the current contract has the deprecated items.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.3 Redundant Code
⚫ Description: Check whether the contract code has redundant codes.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.4 SafeMath Features
⚫ Description: Check whether the SafeMath has been used. Or prevents the integer overflow/underflow
in mathematical operation.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.5 require/assert Usage
⚫ Description: Check the use reasonability of 'require' and 'assert' in the contract.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.6 Gas Consumption
⚫ Description: Check whether the gas consumption exceeds the block gas limitation.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.7 Visibility Specifiers
⚫ Description: Check whether the visibility conforms to design requirement.
⚫ Result: Pass
1.8 Fallback Usage
⚫ Description: Check whether the Fallback function has been used correctly in the current contract.
⚫ Result: Pass

2. General Vulnerability
Check whether the general vulnerabilities exist in the contract.
2.1 Integer Overflow/Underflow
⚫ Description: Check whether there is an integer overflow/underflow in the contract and the calculation
result is abnormal.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.2 Reentrancy

⚫ Description: An issue when code can call back into your contract and change state, such as
withdrawing BNB.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.3 Pseudo-random Number Generator (PRNG)
⚫ Description: Whether the results of random numbers can be predicted.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.4 Transaction-Ordering Dependence
⚫ Description: Whether the final state of the contract depends on the order of the transactions.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.5 DoS (Denial of Service)
⚫ Description: Whether exist DoS attack in the contract which is vulnerable because of unexpected
reason.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.6 Access Control of Owner
⚫ Description: Whether the owner has excessive permissions, such as malicious issue, modifying the
balance of others.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.7 Low-level Function (call/delegatecall) Security
⚫ Description: Check whether the usage of low-level function like call/delegatecall have vulnerabilities.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.8 Returned Value Security
⚫ Description: Check whether the function checks the return value and responds to it accordingly.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.9 tx.origin Usage
⚫ Description: Check the use secure risk of 'tx.origin' in the contract.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.10 Replay Attack
⚫ Description: Check whether the implement possibility of Replay Attack exists in the contract.
⚫ Result: Pass
2.11 Overriding Variables
⚫ Description: Check whether the variables have been overridden and lead to wrong code execution.
⚫ Result: Pass

3. Business Security
3.1 Business analysis of Contract OctiswapFactory

(1) constructor function
⚫ Description: When the contract is deployed, the current contract deployer is set by the constructor
function as the owner, and the feeAmountTickSpacing is defined.

Figure 1 Source code of constructor

⚫ Related function: constructor
⚫ Result: Pass
(2) setOwner function
⚫ Description: The setOwner function is used to modify the address of the owner and can only be called
through the owner.

Figure 2 Source code of setOwner

⚫ Related function: setOwner
⚫ Result: Pass
(3) enableFeeAmount function
⚫ Description: enableFeeAmount function is used to modify the corresponding tickSpacing of the fee,
which can only be set by the owner.

Figure 3 Source code of enableFeeAmount

⚫ Related function: enableFeeAmount
⚫ Result: Pass
(4) createPool function
⚫ Description: The createPool function is used to create a transaction pair. When this function is called,
the deploy function is used to generate a transaction pair contract.

Figure 4 Source code for createPool

⚫ Related function: createPool, deploy
⚫ Result: Pass

3.2 Business analysis of Contract NoDelegateCall
(1) constructor function
⚫ Description: When the contract is deployed, the original is initialized to the current deployment
contract address by the constructor function.

Figure 5 Source code of constructor

⚫ Related function: constructor
⚫ Result: Pass
(2) checkNotDelegateCall function
⚫ Description: The checkNotDelegateCall function is used in the modifier noDelegateCall to determine
that the modifier restricts the caller to call only through this contract and not through other contracts.

Figure 6 Source code of checkNotDelegateCall

Figure 7 Source code of noDelegateCall

⚫ Related function: checkNotDelegateCall
⚫ Result: Pass

3.3 Business analysis of Contract OctiswapPoolDeployer
(1) deploy function
⚫ Description: The internal function deploy can only be called by octiswapfactory and is used to
generate transaction pool contracts.

Figure 8 Source code of deploy

⚫ Related function: deploy
⚫ Result: Pass

3.3 Business analysis of Contract OctiswapPool
(1) constructor function
⚫

Description: When the contract is deployed, the value of tickSpacing is initialized, and the value of
maxLiquidityPerTick is calculated by the tickSpacingToMaxLiquidityPerTick function.

Figure 9 Source code for constructor

Figure 10 Source code for tickSpacingToMaxLiquidityPerTick(Tick library)

⚫ Related function: constructor, tickSpacingToMaxLiquidityPerTick, parameters
⚫ Result: Pass
(2) initialize function

⚫ Description: When this function is called, the value of tick is calculated by the input sqrtPriceX96,
the initial Observation is initialized by the oracle contract, and the cardinality and cardinalityNext are
returned to update slot0.

Figure 11 Source code of initialize

Figure 12 Source code of getTickAtSqrtRatio(1/4)(TickMath library)

Figure 13 Source code of getTickAtSqrtRatio(2/4)(TickMath library)

Figure 14 Source code of getTickAtSqrtRatio(3/4)(TickMath library)

Figure 15 Source code of getTickAtSqrtRatio(4/4)(TickMath library)

Figure 16 Source code of getSqrtRatioAtTick

Figure 17 Source code of initialize (Oracle library)

⚫ Related function: initialize, getTickAtSqrtRatio, getSqrtRatioAtTick
⚫ Result: Pass
(3) mint function
⚫

Description: The mint function is used to add liquidity, and the mint function is implemented by two subfunctions, _modifyPosition and _updatePosition. to facilitate the calculation, the state update of liquidity
is represented by the liquidityNet of the tick on the liquidity (position) boundary, _updatePosition
function is mainly to update the tick information on the corresponding boundary of position. In addition
to updating the tick information, the _modifyPosition function needs to calculate the amount of funds
corresponding to a certain liquidity at the current price. The current price exists in _slot0.tick. The
liquidity in each pool stores the total amount of liquidity corresponding to the current price. mint function
only implements the calculation of the amount of the two Tokens added corresponding to the liquidity at
the current price. The transfer of tokens is realized through the OctiswapMintCallback function.

Figure 18 Source code of mint

Figure 19 Source code of _modifyPosition (1/3)

Figure 20 Source code of _modifyPosition (2/3)

Figure 21 Source code of _modifyPosition (3/3)

Figure 22 Source code of checkTicks

Figure 23 Source code of _updatePosition (1/2)

Figure 24 Source code of _updatePosition (2/2)

Figure 25 Source code of get (Position library)

Figure 26 Source code of observeSingle (Oracle library)

Figure 27 Source code of transform (Oracle library)

Figure 28 Source code of update (Tick library)

Figure 29 Source code of flipTick (TickBitmap library)

Figure 30 Source code of position (TickBitmap library)

Figure 31 Source code of getFeeGrowthInside (Tick library)

Figure 32 Source code of update (Tick library)

Figure 33 Source code of flipTick&position (TickBitmap library)

Figure 34 Source code of getFeeGrowthInside (Tick library)

Figure 35 Source code of update (Position library)

Figure 36 Source code of clear (Tick library)

⚫ Related function: mint, _modifyPosition, balance0, balance1, OctiswapMintCallback, add,
_updatePosition, _blockTimestamp, observeSingle, update, safeTransfer, flipTick, get, flipTick, position,
clear
⚫ Result: Pass
(5) burn function

⚫ Description: The burn function is used to remove liquidity. burn function also calls the
_modifyPosition function to implement the adjustment of positive and negative liquidity. After the
liquidity is removed, the amount of tokens corresponding to each liquidity that needs to be retrieved is
temporarily stored in the tokensOwed0 and tokensOwed1 variables.

Figure 37 Source code of burn

⚫ Related function: _modifyPosition, _updatePosition, _blockTimestamp, observeSingle, update,
safeTransfer, flipTick, get, flipTick, position, clear, burn
⚫ Result: Pass
(6) swap function
⚫

Description: The swap function can be converted from an input amount to a certain output, and can also
specify the output amount of the swap to infer how much input amount is needed. recipient is the send
address to initiate the swap, zeroForOne means whether token 0 is converted to token 1, amountSpecified
is the amount to be converted, and sqrtPriceLimitX96 is the upper price limit. The entire body of the
function consists of a while loop. In other words, the swap process is broken down into smaller steps,
adjusting the current Tick little by little until all the transactions are met.

Figure 38 Source code of swap (1/5)

Figure 39 Source code of swap (2/5)

Figure 40 Source code of swap (3/5)

Figure 41 Source code of swap (4/5)

Figure 42 Source code of swap (5/5)

⚫ Related function: swap, _blockTimestamp, nextInitializedTickWithinOneWord, computeSwapStep,
toInt256, sub, add, mulDiv, addDelta, write, safeTransfer, OctiswapSwapCallback, balance0,
balance1,
⚫ Result: Pass
(7) increaseObservationCardinalityNext function
⚫ Description: This function is called to increase the increaseObservationCardinalityNext in slot0.

Figure 43 Source code of increaseObservationCardinalityNext

Figure 44 Source code of grow(Oracle library)

⚫ Related function: increaseObservationCardinalityNext, grow
⚫ Result: Pass
(8) flash function
⚫ Description: This function provides flash loan function. After borrowing, the same currency must be
returned, instead of borrowing x token and returning y token.

Figure 45 Source code of flash

⚫ Related function: mulDivRoundingUp, balance0, balance1, safeTransfer, OctiswapFlashCallback
add, mulDiv, flash
⚫ Result: Pass
(9) collect function
⚫ Description: This function is used to extract the caller tokens to the specified address. When this
function is called, the position of the caller is obtained through the get function, and then the safeTransfer
function is called to transfer to the specified address.

Figure 46 Source code of collect

⚫ Related function: collect, safeTransfer, get
⚫ Result: Pass
(10) setFeeProtocol function
⚫ Description: This function is used to set the feeProtocol and can only be called through the owner in
the factory.

Figure 47 Source code of setFeeProtocol

⚫ Related function: setFeeProtocol, owner
⚫ Result: Pass
(11) collectProtocol function
⚫ Description: This function is used to extract protocolFees to the specified address and can only be
called by the owner in the factory.

Figure 48 Source code of collectProtocol

Figure 49 Source code for the modifier onlyFactoryOwner

Figure 50 Source code for the modifier lock

⚫ Related function: collectProtocol, safeTransfer, owner
⚫ Result: Pass

4. Conclusion
Beosin(ChengduLianAn) conducted a detailed audit on the design and code implementation of the smart
contracts. The project Octiswap passed all audit items, The overall audit result is Pass.
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